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( 57 ) ABSTRACT 
The present invention provides methods for obtaining plants 
that exhibit useful traits by perturbation of plastid function 
in plant rootstocks and grafting the rootstocks to scions . 
Methods for identifying genetic loci that provide for useful 
traits in plants and plants produced with those loci are also 
provided . In addition , plants that exhibit the useful traits , 
parts of the plants including seeds , and products of the plants 
are provided as well as methods of using the plants . Recom 
binant DNA vectors and transgenic plants comprising those 
vectors that provide for plastid perturbation are also pro 
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METHODS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR vided herewith . Such grafted plants can be used in methods 
OBTAINING USEFUL PLANT TRAITS for producing a plant exhibiting useful traits , methods for 
identifying one or more altered chromosomal loci in a plant 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED that can confer a useful trait , and in methods for obtaining 
APPLICATIONS 5 plants comprising modified chromosomal loci that can con 
fer a useful trait . Such grafted plants that exhibit useful This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional traits , progeny of the grafted plants exhibiting the useful 
Patent Application No. 61 / 882,140 , filed Sep. 25 , 2013 , traits , parts of the grafted or progeny plants including cells , which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety . leafs , stems , flowers and seeds , methods of using the grafted 
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 10 or progeny plants and plant parts , and products of those 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT plants and plant parts , including processed products such as 
a feed or a meal are also provided herein . 
This invention was made with Government Support under Plants comprising a scion to which a rootstock had been 
a grant from the Department of Energy ( DE - FG02 grafted , where the rootstock is obtained from a plant or a 
10ER16189 and 25-1215-0051-001 ) , United States Depart- 15 parent plant thereof that had been subjected to perturbation 
ment of Agriculture - National Institute for Food and Agri of plastid function are provided herein . In certain embodi 
culture ( USDA / NIFA 2012-31100-06031 ) and the National ments , the rootstock confers to the grafted plant or to the 
Science Foundation ( IOS 1126935 ) . The government has progeny thereof an improvement in a useful trait in com 
certain rights to this invention . parison to a control plant which lacks a graft to the rootstock 
20 or in comparison to progeny of the control plant . In certain 
INCORPORATION OF SEQUENCE LISTING embodiments , the rootstock that is grafted to the scion in 
step ( a ) is obtained from a plant that was selected for the The sequence listing contained in the file named useful trait and that was derived from a parent plant that had “ 46589_136655_SEQ_LST.txt ” , which is 110,612 bytes in 
size ( measured in operating system MS - Windows ) , contains 25 ments , the plant comprising rootstock obtained from a plant been subjected to plastid perturbation . In certain embodi 56 sequences , and which was created on Sep. 18 , 2014 , is that was selected for the useful trait and that was derived contemporaneously filed with this specification by elec from a parent plant that had been subjected to plastid tronic submission ( using the United States Patent Office 
EFS - Web filing system ) and is incorporated herein by ref perturbation exhibits the useful trait . In certain embodi 
erence in its entirety . ments , the plastid function that is perturbed is selected from 30 the group consisting of a sensor , photosystem I , photosystem 
BACKGROUND OF INVENTION II , NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase ( NDH ) complex , cytochrome 
b6f complex , and plastocyanin function . In certain embodi 
Evidence exists in support of a link between environmen ments , the perturbation comprises suppression of a sensor 
tal sensing and epigenetic changes in both plants and ani gene selected from the group consisting of MSH1 and PPD3 . 
mals ( Bonasio et al . , Science 330 , 612 , 2010 ) . Trans - gen- 35 In certain embodiments , the photosystem II function is 
erational heritability of these changes remains a subject of perturbed by suppressing expression of a gene selected from 
active investigation ( Youngson et al . Annu . Rev. Genom . the group consisting of an Psb0-1 , a Psb0-2 , PsbY , Psb W , 
Human Genet . 9 , 233 , 2008 ) . Previous studies have shown PsbX , PsbR , PsbTn , PsbP1 , PsbP2 , PsbS , PsbQ - 1 , PsbQ - 2 , 
that altered methylation patterns are highly heritable over PPL1 , PSAE - 1 , LPA2 , PQL1 , PQL2 , and a PQL3 gene . In 
multiple generations and can be incorporated into a quanti- 40 certain embodiments , the control plant comprises either : ( i ) 
tative analysis of variation ( Vaughn et al . 2007 ; Zhang et al . a scion grafted to rootstock that had not been subjected to 
2008 ; Johannes et al . 2009 ) . Earlier studies of methylation plastid perturbation ; or ( ii ) a whole plant that lacks any root 
changes in Arabidopsis suggest amenability of the epigen graft and that had not been subjected to plastid perturbation . 
ome to recurrent selection and also suggest that it is feasible In certain embodiments , any of the aforementioned plants , 
to establish new and stable epigenetic states ( F. Johannes et 45 parental plants or progeny thereof exhibit a useful trait is 
al . PLoS Genet . 5 , e1000530 ( 2009 ) ; F. Roux et al . Genetics selected from the group consisting of improved yield , 
188 , 1015 ( 2011 ) . Manipulation of the Arabidopsis met1 and delayed flowering , non - flowering , increased biotic stress 
ddmt mutants has allowed the creation of epi - RIL popula resistance , increased abiotic stress resistance , enhanced 
tions that show both heritability of novel methylation pat lodging resistance , enhanced growth rate , enhanced bio 
terning and epiallelic segregation , underscoring the likely 50 mass , enhanced tillering , enhanced branching , delayed flow 
influence of epigenomic variation in plant adaptation ( F. ering time , delayed senescence , increased flower number , 
Roux et al . Genetics 188 , 1015 ( 2011 ) ) . In natural popula improved architecture for high density planting , improved 
tions , a large proportion of the epiallelic variation detected photosynthesis , increased root mass , increased cell number , 
in Arabidopsis is found as CpG methylation within gene improved seedling vigor , improved seedling size , increased 
rich regions of the genome ( C. Becker et al . Nature 480 , 245 55 rate of cell division , improved metabolic efficiency , and 
( 2011 ) , R. J. Schmitz et al . Science 334 , 369 ( 2011 ) . increased meristem size in comparison to the control plant . 
Induction of traits that exhibit cytoplasmic inheritance In certain embodiments , plastid function has been recovered 
( Redei Mutat . Res . 18 , 149-162 , 1973 ; Sandhu et al . Proc in the plant from which the rootstock was obtained . In 
Natl Acad Sci USA . 104 : 1766-70 , 2007 ) or that exhibit certain embodiments , the scion contains one or more epi 
nuclear inheritance by suppression of the MSH1 gene has 60 genetic changes in one or more nuclear chromosomes , 
also been reported ( WO 2012/151254 ; Xu et al . Plant wherein the epigenetic changes are absent from the nuclear 
Physiol . Vol . 159 : 711-720 , 2012 ) . chromosomes of a control plant or are absent from nuclear 
chromosomes of a plant from which the scion was obtained . 
SUMMARY In certain embodiments , the epigenetic change ( s ) are also 
65 present in the rootstock that had been subjected to pertur 
Plants comprising a scion grafted to rootstock that had bation of plastid function . In certain embodiments , the 
been subjected to perturbation of plastid function are pro epigenetic changes are associated with the improvement in 
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the useful trait . In certain embodiments , the rootstock con certain embodiments , the plant comprising rootstock 
tain ( s ) one or more epigenetic changes in one or more obtained from a plant that was selected for the useful trait 
nuclear chromosomes that are absent from nuclear chromo and that was derived from a parent plant that had been 
somes of rootstock obtained from a plant or are absent from subjected to plastid perturbation exhibits the useful trait the 
nuclear chromosomals of a parent plant thereof had not been 5 plastid function is selected from the group consisting of a 
subjected to perturbation of plastid function . In certain sensor , photosystem I , photosystem II , NAD ( P ) H dehydro 
embodiments , the scion and / or the rootstock exhibit CG genase ( NDH ) complex , cytochrome b6f complex , and 
hypermethylation of a region encompassing a MSH1 locus plastocyanin function . In certain embodiments , the pertur 
in comparison to a control plant that had not been subjected bation comprises suppression of a sensor gene selected from 
to the plastid perturbation . In certain embodiments of any of 10 the group consisting of MSH1 and PPD3 . In certain embodi 
the aforementioned plants , the scion and / or the rootstock ments , the photosystem II function was perturbed by sup 
exhibit pericentromeric CHG hyper - methylation in compari pressing expression of a gene selected from the group 
son to a control plant that had not been subjected to the consisting of an Psb0-1 , a Psb0-2 , PsbY , PsbW , PsbX , 
plastid perturbation . In certain embodiments of any of the PsbR , PsbTn , PsbP1 , PsbP2 , PsbS , PsbQ - 1 , PsbQ - 2 , PPL1 , 
aforementioned plants , the scion and / or the rootstock exhibit 15 PSAE - 1 , LPA2 , PQL1 , PQL2 , and a PQL3 gene . In certain 
CG hypermethylation and / or CHG hypermethylation at one embodiments , the control plant comprises either : ( i ) a scion 
or more nuclear chromosomal loci in comparison to corre grafted to rootstock that had not been subjected to plastid 
sponding nuclear chromosomal loci of a control plant that perturbation ; or ( ii ) a whole plant that lacks any root graft 
had not been subjected to the plastid perturbation . In certain and that had not been subjected to plastid perturbation . In 
embodiments , the plant is selected from the group consisting 20 certain embodiments of any of the aforementioned methods , 
of a crop plant , a tree , a bush , turf grass , pasture grass , and the useful trait is selected from the group consisting of 
a vine . In certain embodiments , the crop plant is selected improved yield , delayed flowering , non - flowering , increased 
from the group consisting of corn , soybean , cotton , canola , biotic stress resistance , increased abiotic stress resistance , 
wheat , rice , tomato , tobacco , millet , potato , sugarbeet , cas enhanced lodging resistance , enhanced growth rate , 
sava , alfalfa , barley , oats , sugarcane , sunflower , strawberry , 25 enhanced biomass , enhanced tillering , enhanced branching , 
and sorghum . In certain embodiments , the tree is selected delayed flowering time , delayed senescence , increased 
from the group consisting of an apple , apricot , grapefruit , flower number , improved architecture for high density plant 
orange , peach , pear , plum , lemon , coconut , poplar , eucalyp ing , improved photosynthesis , increased root mass , 
tus , date palm , palm oil , pine , and an olive tree . In certain increased cell number , improved seedling vigor , improved 
embodiments , the bush is selected from the group consisting 30 seedling size , increased rate of cell division , improved 
of a blueberry , raspberry , and blackberry bush . Also pro metabolic efficiency , and increased meristem size in com 
vided are progeny plants , populations of progeny plants , and parison to the control plant . In certain embodiments , the 
clonal propagates obtained from any of the aforementioned scion contain ( s ) one or more epigenetic changes in one or 
grafted plants . Such progeny plants , populations of progeny more nuclear chromosomes , wherein the epigenetic changes 
plants , and clonal propagates can exhibit an improvement in 35 are absent from nuclear chromosomes of the control plant or 
a useful trait in comparison to control progeny plants , are absent from nuclear chromosomes of a plant from which 
control populations of progeny plants , and control clonal the scion was obtained . In certain embodiments , the epigen 
propagates obtained from a control plant . Plant parts etic change ( s ) are also present in the rootstock that had been 
obtained from any of these progeny plants , populations of subjected to perturbation of plastid function . In certain 
progeny plants , and clonal propagates are also provided . 40 embodiments , the epigenetic changes are associated with the 
Such plant parts can include , but are not limited to , a part is improvement in the useful trait . In certain embodiments , the 
selected from the group consisting of a seed , leaf , stem , fruit , rootstock contain ( s ) one or more epigenetic changes in one 
and a root . or more nuclear chromosomes that are absent from nuclear 
Also provided are methods for producing a plant exhib chromosomes of rootstock obtained from a plant or are 
iting a useful trait comprising the steps of ( a ) obtaining a 45 absent from nuclear chromosomes of a parent plant thereof 
population of progeny plants from a grafted plant compris had not been subjected to perturbation of plastid function . In 
ing a scion to which a rootstock had been grafted , wherein certain embodiments , the scion and / or the rootstock exhibit 
the rootstock is obtained from a plant or a parent plant CG hypermethylation of a region encompassing a MSH1 
thereof had been subjected to perturbation of plastid func locus in comparison to a control plant that had not been 
tion ; and , ( b ) selecting one or more progeny plants from the 50 subjected to the plastid perturbation . In certain embodi 
population , wherein the selected progeny plant exhibit an ments , the scion and / or the rootstock exhibit pericentromeric 
improvement in the useful trait in comparison to a control CHG hyper - methylation in comparison to a control plant 
plant , thereby producing a plant that exhibits a useful trait . that had not been subjected to the plastid perturbation . In 
În certain embodiments , the population of progeny plants certain embodiments , the scion and / or the rootstock exhibit 
are obtained from seed of the grafted plant of step ( a ) . In 55 CG hypermethylation and / or CHG hypermethylation at one 
certain embodiments , the population of progeny plants are or more nuclear chromosomal loci in comparison to corre 
obtained from clonal propagates of the grafted plant of step sponding nuclear chromosomal loci of a control plant that 
( a ) . In certain embodiments , plastid function has been recov had not been subjected to the plastid perturbation . In certain 
ered in the rootstock that is grafted to the scion in step ( a ) . embodiments , the plant is selected from the group consisting 
In certain embodiments , the rootstock that is grafted to the 60 of a crop plant , a tree , a bush , and a vine . In certain 
scion in step ( a ) is obtained from a plant that was selected embodiments , the crop plant is selected from the group 
for the useful trait and that was derived from a parent plant consisting of corn , soybean , cotton , canola , wheat , rice , 
that had been subjected to plastid perturbation . In certain tomato , tobacco , millet , potato , sugarbeet , cassava , alfalfa , 
embodiments , the grafted plant comprising rootstock barley , oats , sugarcane , sunflower , strawberry , and sorghum . 
obtained from a plant that was selected for the useful trait 65 In certain embodiments , the tree is selected from the group 
and that was derived from a parent plant that had been consisting of an apple , apricot , grapefruit , orange , peach , 
subjected to plastid perturbation exhibits the useful trait . In pear , plum , lemon , coconut , poplar , eucalyptus , date palm , 
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palm oil , pine , and an olive tree . In certain embodiments , the tioned methods ; and , ( b ) selecting one or more progeny 
bush is selected from the group consisting of a blueberry , plants obtained from the self for an improvement in the 
raspberry , and blackberry bush . Also provided are plants or useful trait in comparison to a control plant , thereby pro 
progeny thereof obtained by any of the aforementioned ducing a plant exhibiting a useful trait . In certain embodi 
methods . Also provided are plant parts obtained from the 5 ments , the control plant is a progeny plant of a self of a plant 
plant or progeny thereof that were made by any of the which lacks a graft to the rootstock . In certain embodiments 
aforementioned methods . In certain embodiments , the plant of any of the aforementioned methods , the useful trait is 
part is selected from the group consisting of a seed , leaf , selected from the group consisting of improved yield , 
stem , fruit , and a root . Also provided are clonal propagates delayed flowering , non - flowering , increased biotic stress 
obtained from the plant or progeny thereof that were made 10 resistance , increased abiotic stress resistance , enhanced 
by any of the aforementioned methods . lodging resistance , enhanced growth rate , enhanced bio 
Also provided are methods for producing a plant exhib mass , enhanced tillering , enhanced branching , delayed flow 
iting a useful trait comprising the steps of : ( a ) crossing a first ering time , delayed senescence , increased flower number , 
plant to a second plant , wherein the first plant is any of the improved architecture for high density planting , improved 
aforementioned plants comprising a scion to which a root- 15 photosynthesis , increased root mass , increased cell number , 
stock had been grafted ; and , ( b ) selecting one or more improved seedling vigor , improved seedling size , increased 
progeny plants obtained from the cross for an improvement rate of cell division , improved metabolic efficiency , and 
in the useful trait in comparison to a control plant , thereby increased meristem size in comparison to the control plant . 
producing a plant exhibiting a useful trait . In certain embodi Also provided are plants obtained by any of the aforemen 
ments , the control plant is selected from the group consisting 20 tioned methods . Also provided are plant parts obtained from 
of progeny of a cross between a plant which lacks a graft to plants made by any of the aforementioned methods . In 
the rootstock and a plant that is isogenic to the second plant , certain embodiments , the plant part is selected from the 
progeny of a self of a plant that lacks a graft to the rootstock , group consisting of a seed , leaf , stem , fruit , and a root . Also 
and progeny of a self of the second plant . In certain provided are processed plant products obtained from plants 
embodiments , at least the scion of the first plant is from a 25 made by any of the aforementioned methods or plant parts 
different heterotic group than the second plant . In certain obtained from those plants . 
embodiments , the scion and the rootstock of the first plant Also provided are methods for producing a seed lot 
are from a different heterotic group than the second plant . In comprising : ( i ) growing a population of plants , wherein said 
certain embodiments , the scion and the rootstock of the first population comprises two or more of any of the aforemen 
plant are both from the same heterotic group but are from a 30 tioned plants comprising a scion to which a rootstock had 
different heterotic group than the second plant . In certain been grafted and / or plants made by any of the aforemen 
embodiments , at least the scion of the first plant is from the tioned methods ; ( ii ) selecting a first sub - population of plants 
same heterotic group as the second plant . In certain embodi exhibiting a useful trait ; and , ( ii ) obtaining a seed lot from 
ments , the scion and the rootstock of the first plant are from the first selected sub - population of step ( i ) or , optionally , 
the same heterotic group as the second plant . In certain 35 repeating steps ( i ) and ( ii ) on a second population of plants 
embodiments the second plant and at least the scion of the grown from the seed obtained from the first selected sub 
first plant are isogenic . In certain embodiments , the second population of plants . Also provided are seed lots produced 
plant and the scion and the rootstock of the first plant are by the aforementioned methods , as well as plants , plant 
isogenic . In certain embodiments of any of the aforemen parts , and processed plant products obtained from the seed 
tioned methods , the second plant or a parent thereof had also 40 lots . 
been subjected to perturbation of plastid function . In certain Also provided are methods for producing a seed lot 
embodiments of any of the aforementioned methods , the comprising : ( i ) growing a population of plants , wherein said 
useful trait is selected from the group consisting of improved population comprises two or more of any of the aforemen 
yield , delayed flowering , non - flowering , increased biotic tioned plants comprising a scion to which a rootstock had 
stress resistance , increased abiotic stress resistance , 45 been grafted and / or plants made by any of the aforemen 
enhanced lodging resistance , enhanced growth rate , tioned methods ; and ( ii ) obtaining a seed lot from the 
enhanced biomass , enhanced tillering , enhanced branching , population . Also provided are seed lots produced by the 
delayed flowering time , delayed senescence , increased aforementioned method as well as plants , plant parts , and 
flower number , improved architecture for high density plant processed plant products obtained from the seed lots . 
ing , improved photosynthesis , increased root mass , 50 Also provided are methods for identifying plants harbor 
increased cell number , improved seedling vigor , improved ing a useful trait comprising the steps of : ( a ) crossing a 
seedling size , increased rate of cell division , improved candidate plant to a second plant , wherein the candidate 
metabolic efficiency , and increased meristem size in com plant is progeny of : ( i ) any of the aforementioned grafted 
parison to the control plant . Also provided are plants plants comprising a scion to which a rootstock had been 
obtained by any of the aforementioned methods . Also pro- 55 grafted , wherein the rootstock is obtained from a plant or a 
vided are plant parts obtained from plants made by any of parent plant thereof had been subjected to perturbation of 
the aforementioned methods . In certain embodiments , the plastid function and / or plants made by any of the aforemen 
plant part is selected from the group consisting of a seed , tioned methods ; or ( ii ) a plant that had been subjected to 
leaf , stem , fruit , and a root . Also provided are processed perturbation of plastid function or progeny thereof ; and , ( b ) 
plant products obtained from plants made by any of the 60 identifying one or more progeny plants from the cross in step 
aforementioned methods or plant parts obtained from those ( a ) that exhibit a useful trait to a greater extent than the 
plants . candidate plant , the second plant , or a control plant , thereby 
Also provided are methods for producing a plant exhib identifying the candidate plant as a plant that harbors a 
iting a useful trait comprising the steps of : ( a ) selfing a plant , useful trait . In certain embodiments of the methods , the 
wherein the plant is any of the aforementioned plants 65 control plant is progeny of a cross between a plant that is not 
comprising a scion to which a rootstock had been grafted or progeny of a plant or a grafted plant that had been subjected 
wherein the plant is a plant made by any of the aforemen to plastid perturbation and a plant that is isogenic to the 
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second plant . Also provided are plants or progeny thereof to msh1 rootstock ( Col - 0 on msh1 G1 , Col - 0 on msh1 G2 , 
that harbor a useful trait , wherein said plant or progeny and Col - 0 on msh1 G3 , and Col - 0 on msh1 G6 , respec 
thereof is identified or identifiable by any of the aforemen tively ) ; and ( g ) first and second grafts of a mshl scion 
tioned methods . grafted to wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype rootstock ( mshl on 
Also provided are methods of identifying a plant harbor- 5 Col - 0 G1 and mshl on Col - 0 G2 , respectively ) . 
ing a useful trait comprising the steps of : ( a ) selfing a FIG . 5 illustrates second generation progeny plants 
candidate plant , wherein the candidate plant is progeny of : obtained through self - pollination from the indicated plants 
( i ) any of the aforementioned grafted plants comprising a ( Col - 0 ) or grafted plants ( Col - 0 / mshl : Col - 0 scion on msh1 
scion to which a rootstock had been grafted , wherein the roots ; Col - 0 / Col - 0 : Col - 0 scion on Col - 0 roots ) ; msh1 / Col 
rootstock is obtained from a plant or a parent plant thereof 10 0 ; mshl scion on Col - 0 roots ) . 
that had been subjected to perturbation of plastid function ; FIG . 6A , B , C illustrates graft transmission of the 
or ( ii ) a plant that had been subjected to perturbation of enhanced growth phenotype in tomato , ( A ) First - generation 
plastid function or progeny thereof ; and , ( b ) identifying one progeny of grafted Rutgers wild type scion on MSH1 
or more progeny plants from the self in step ( a ) that exhibit suppressed transgenic dwarf - DR rootstock ( right ) and wild 
a useful trait to a greater extent than the candidate plant or 15 type scion on wild type rootstock control ( left ) . Photo shows 
a control plant , thereby identifying the candidate plant as a 7 - week - old plants . Rutgers wild type scion on transgenic 
plant that harbors a useful trait . In certain embodiments of dwarf - DR rootstock progeny plants display greater plant 
the methods , the control plant is progeny of a self of plant height , evident at 7 weeks ( student - t Test , a < 0.05 ) ( B ) , and 
that is not progeny of a plant or a grafted plant that had been higher fruit yields ( student - t Test , a < 0.05 ) ( C ) in the green 
subjected to plastid perturbation but is otherwise isogenic to 20 house . Fruit were harvested at 14 weeks . Error bar is 
the candidate plant . Plants or progeny thereof that harbor a mean + SE . For fruit yield , n = 4 , for plant height , n = 12 . 
useful trait , wherein the plant or progeny thereof is identified FIG . 7A - J illustrates that MSH1 is located in distinct 
or identifiable by the aforementioned methods are also epidermal and vascular parenchyma plastids . ( A ) Laser 
provided . confocal micrograph of the leaf lamina of an Arabidopsis 
25 MSH1 - GFP stable transformant . Mesophyll chloroplasts 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS autofluoresce red . ( B ) Laser confocal Z - scheme perpendicu 
lar rotation to allow simultaneous visualization of optical 
The accompanying drawings , which are incorporated in sections . Note the lack of GFP fluorescence below the top 
and form a part of the specification , illustrate certain ( epidermal ) layer . ( C ) Enlargement from panel A to allow 
embodiments of the present invention . In the drawings : 30 discrimination of the smaller sized plastids containing 
FIG . 1 illustrates the growth of seedlings at 2 days and 4 MSH1 - GFP . ( D ) Laser confocal micrograph of the midrib 
days post - germination as follows ( clockwise from left ) : ( a ) region of an Arabidopsis MSH1 - GFP stable transformant .
progeny of a wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype scion grafted to Note the dense population of smaller sized plastids with 
msh1 rootstock ( Col - 0 on msh1 ) ; ( b ) progeny of a wild - type GFP signal . ( E ) Confocal Z - scheme perpendicular rotation 
Columbia - 0 ecotype scion grafted to wild - type Columbia - 0 35 of the midrib section . Note the dense GFP signal through all 
ecotype rootstock ( Col - 0 on Col - 0 ) ; ( c ) progeny of an layers . ( F ) MSH1 - GUS localization to plastids in the vas 
ungrafted msh1 plant ( mshl ) ; ( d ) progeny of an ungrafted cular parenchyma of the leaf midrib . ( G ) Floral stem cross 
wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype plant ( Col - 0 ) ; and ( e ) prog section of an Arabidopsis MSH1 - GUS stable transformant . 
eny of a mshl scion grafted to wild - type Columbia - 0 Note the intensity of GUS staining within the vascular 
ecotype rootstock ( mshl on Col - 0 ) . 40 parenchyma cells . ( H ) MSH1 - GUS expression in a cleared 
FIG . 2 illustrates , from left to right , progeny plants root of an Arabidopsis stable transformant . ( I ) MSH1 - GUS 
obtained from : ( a ) a wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype scion localization pattern in a cleared Arabidopsis leaf . Note the 
grafted to wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype rootstock ( Col - 0 intense staining of the vascular tissue and epidermal 
on Col - 0 ) ; ( b ) a wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype scion grafted trichomes . ( J ) Leaf cross - section showing MSH1 - GFP local 
to msh1 rootstock ( Col - 0 on mshl ) ; ( c ) an ungrafted wild- 45 ization by laser confocal microscopy . Yellow arrow indicates 
type Columbia - 0 ecotype plant ( Col - 0 ) ; ( d ) a mshl scion vascular bundle . 
grafted to wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype rootstock ( mshl on FIG . 8A - G shows that MSH1 is expressed predominantly 
Col - 0 ) ; and ( d ) an ungrafted msh1 plant ( msh1 ) . in reproductive tissues and in vascular tissues throughout the 
FIG . 3 illustrates , from left to right , the differences in plant . ( A ) MSH1 - GUS expression in an Arabidopsis stable 
rosette diameter ( in cm ) for the indicated plants : ( a ) progeny 50 transformant seedling . MSH1 expression at the meristem 
of an ungrafted wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype plant ( Col - 0 ) ; ( B ) and root tip ( C ) . ( D ) MSH1 - GUS expression in the 
( b ) progeny of a wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype scion grafted ovule ; note enhanced expression evident in the funiculus . 
to wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype rootstock ( Col - 0 on Col ( E ) MSH1 - GUS localization in developing pollen within a 
0 ) ; ( c , d , e , f ) first , second , third , and sixth independent grafts cleared anther . ( F ) MSH1 - GFP expression within a petal , 
of a wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype scion to msh1 rootstock 55 showing enhanced localization within vascular tissues . ( G ) 
( Col - 0 on msh1 G1 , Col - 0 on msh1 G2 , and Col - 0 on msh1 MSH1 - GUS localization within the Arabidopsis flower . 
G3 , and Col - 0 on msh1 G6 , respectively ) ; and ( g ) first and FIG . 9A - E shows that MSH1 is located in a specialized 
second grafts of a msh1 scion grafted to wild - type Colum plastid type . ( A ) Sensory plastids in vascular parenchyma 
bia - 0 ecotype rootstock ( msh1 on Col - 0 G1 and mshl on adjacent to mesophyll cell chloroplasts in Arabidopsis . ( B ) 
Col - 0 G2 , respectively ) . 60 Enlargement of a sensory plastid and adjacent mesophyll 
FIG . 4 illustrates , from left to right , the differences in chloroplast . Note difference in size and grana organization . 
fresh biomass ( in grams ) for the indicated plants : ( a ) prog ( C ) Tobacco leaf epidermal and mesophyll chloroplasts , red 
eny of an ungrafted wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype plant channel ( arrow indicates stomate ) ( D ) green channel image , 
( Col - 0 ) ; ( b ) progeny of a wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype showing MSH1 - GFP localization . ( E ) Merged image show 
scion grafted to wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype rootstock 65 ing association of MSH1 - GFP with smaller epidermal plas 
( Col - 0 on Col - 0 ) ; ( c , d , e , f ) first , second , third , and sixth tids . Note the punctate appearance of GFP signal Within the 
independent grafts of a wild - type Columbia - 0 ecotype scion smaller organelles . 
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FIG . 10A , B shows that sensory plastids comprise ca chloroplast autofluorescence is in red ( in plastids that are not 
2-3 % of the plastids derived from crude plastid extractions . disturbed by sectioning . The PsbO2 protein is a lumenal 
Fluorescence - activated cell sorting ( FACS ) analysis was protein . We presume that the chloroplasts that appear green 
carried out with total leaf crude plastid extractions derived are those that have been disrupted by sectioning , while those 
from ( A ) Arabidopsis and ( B ) tobacco plants stably trans 5 below that appear red likely are intact . Under photosyntheti 
formed with the Arabidopsis full - length MSH1 - GFP fusion cally active wavelengths , the lumen is likely to maintain a 
construct , comparing to wildtype as negative control for very low pH , which would prevent visualization of GFP . 
plastid autofluorescence . Plots show GFP fluorescence ( X FIG . 16A - D of Example 1 shows that the ppd3 mutant 
axis ) over background auto - fluorescence of chlorophyll . The resembles the msh1 dr phenotype . ( A ) Diagram of the PPD3 
percentage in each plot of GFP sorted chloroplasts in wild- 10 gene in Arabidopsis and the T - DNA insertion mutation site . 
type and transgenic lines is indicated at the bottom of each ( B ) PCR - based genotyping of three PPD3 T - DNA insertion 
plot . mutants . ( C ) RT - PCR assay of PPD3 expression in three 
FIG . 11A - C shows that MSH1 co - purifies with the T - DNA insertion mutants . ( D ) ppd3 - gabi mutant phenotype 
thylakoid membrane fraction . ( A ) Total Col - 0 plastid prepa under conditions of 10 - hour day length , displaying aerial 
rations were separated to stromal and thylakoid fractions for 15 rosettes similar to mshl - dr . 
protein gel blot analysis , with antibodies specific for MSH1 , FIG . 17A - B shows that the mshi mutant displays altered 
Rubisco and PsbO proteins . The lower panel is a Coomassie plastid redox features . ( A ) Plastoquinone ( PQ9 ) levels , 
stained gel sample of the preparations . ( B ) Total plastid reduced and oxidized ) in Arabidopsis were assayed in wild 
preparations from a MSH1 - GFP stable transformant were type ( Col - 0 ) and the msh1 mutant , testing both leaf ( where 
fractionated for immunoblot analysis that included milder 20 mesophyll chloroplasts predominate and MSH1 levels are 
detergent washes . ( C ) Influence of increased concentration very low ) and in stem ( where sensory plastids are in greater 
salt washes on membrane association of MSH1 , PsbO and abundance and MSH1 levels are higher ) . ( B ) Plastochroma 
PsbP . In each case , experimental results shown are spliced nol - 8 ( PC8 ) levels were measured in both leaf and stem . The 
from single experiments . observation of changes in plastoquinone level , redox state 
FIG . 12A , B , C , D shows that MSH1 and PPD3 show 25 ( becoming more highly reduced ) , and increases in PC - 8 
evidence of protein interaction by co - immunoprecipitation . levels in the stem of the msh1 mutant suggests that the 
Stable double transformants for MSH1 - GFP and PPD3 - RFP changes we observe may be more pronounced in the sensory 
fusion genes ( PPD3xMSH1 OE ) were used for coIP analy plastids of the msh1 mutant . Note the difference in Y - axis 
sis . In each experiment , the left lane is a marker . ( A ) scales to allow more detailed evaluation of stem effects . 
Immunoblot with anti - MSH1 antibodies on blotted total 30 FIG . 18A - B shows that the msh1 and ppd3 mutants are 
protein . ( B ) Immunoblot with anti - RFP antibodies on total similar in non - photochemical quenching ( NPQ ) properties 
protein . ( C ) COIP from incubation of total protein with of their plastids . Fluorometric measurements of chlorophyll 
anti - MSH1 beads , probed with anti - GFP and anti - RFP anti fluorescence for calculation of NPQ was carried out in 
bodies . ( D ) Coomassie stained gel of the colP precipitate Arabidopsis wildtype ( Col - 0 ) , two mshl mutants , chm1-1 
from panel C. 35 and 17-34 , and two ppd3 mutants , ppd3 - Gabi and ppd3 - Sail . 
FIG . 13A - C shows that MSH1 interacts with components Both the mshl and ppd3 mutants develop NPQ faster than 
of the photosynthetic electron transport chain . ( A ) MSH1 WT in the light . The NPQ in these mutants then decays 
coIP assay products , with mshl negative control in lane 1 slower in the dark , with differences significant at the P < 0.05 
and wildtype in lane 2. Arrow indicates MSH1 protein . This level . 
assay produced PsbA and PetC as putative interaction part- 40 FIG . 19A - G shows the enhanced growth phenotype of 
ners to MSH1 . ( B ) Yeast 2 - hybrid assay with full - length MSH1 - epi lines in Arabidopsis . ( A ) Crossing and selection 
MSH1 as bait in one - on - one assay with PsbA and Petc , procedure to derive early generation mshl materials for 
allowed to incubate for one week , suggesting weak interac methylome analysis . ( B ) First - generation msh1 phenotypes 
tion . ( C ) Yeast 2 - hybrid experiments with MSH1 full - length for segregating progeny from a single hemizygous plant . 
or individual domains as bait in combination with various 45 Null msh1 plants are marked with triangles . Plants shown 
components of the PSII oxygen evolving complex ( Psb01 / are 33 days old . ( C ) Segregating second generation siblings 
O2 , PPD3 ) , D1 ( PsbA ) and PetC from the neighboring B6F from a single null msh1 first generation parent . Note the size 
complex . Note the weak signal observed for PsbA and PetC . variation and extensive variegation in the second generation . 
FIG . 14A - F shows that MSH1 and PPD3 appear to be Plants are 33 days old . ( D ) Crossing strategy for epiF3 and 
co - expressed in the vascular parenchyma and epidermal cell 50 epiF4 families . ( E ) Enhanced growth phenotype of the 
plastids . ( A ) Floral stem cross - section showing xylem ( blue ) epiF4 . ( F ) Arabidopsis epiF4 plants show enhanced plant 
and chloroplast autofluorescence ( red ) . ( B ) Floral stem biomass , rosette diameter and flower stem diameter relative 
cross - section showing MSH1 - GFP expression localized to to Col - 0 . Data are shown as mean + SE from > 6 plants . ( G ) 
the parenchyma of phloem and xylem , epidermal cells and The Arabidopsis epiF4 phenotype at flowering . 
in the pith . ( C ) Floral stem cross - section showing PPD3- 55 FIG . 20A - F shows MSH1 - epi enhanced growth in Ara 
GFP expression localized to plastids in a similar pattern to bidopsis is associated with chloroplast effects . ( A ) Mito 
MSH1 . ( D ) Confocal micrograph of leaf epidermal cells chondrial hemi - complementation line AOX - MSH1xCol - 0 
showing PPD3 - GFP localization to plastids . ( E ) Enlarge F1 . ( B ) Plastid - complemented SSU - MSH1xCol - 0 F2 
ment showing GFP signal for MSH1 in the vascular tissue . appears identical to Col - 0 wildtype . ( C ) Rosette diameter 
Note that the signal is localized within small plastids . ( F ) 60 and fresh biomass of SSU - MSH1 - derived F2 lines relative 
MSH1 ( GFP , green ) and the nucleoid protein MFP1 ( RFP , to Col - 0 . ( D ) Mitochondrial - complemented AOX - MSH1x 
red ) localization in epidermal plastids . Larger sized chloro Col - 0 F2 showing enhanced growth . ( E ) Rosette diameter 
plasts of the underlying mesophyll cells are shown in blue . and fresh biomass of AOX - MSH1 - derived F2 lines is sig 
Note that MSH1 and MFP1 do not completely co - localize nificantly greater ( P < 0.05 ) than Col - 0 . ( F ) Enhanced growth 
( co - localization signal is yellow ) . 65 phenotype in the F2 generation of AOX - MSH1xCol - 0 . 
FIG . 15 shows that PsbO2 - GFP expression in a cross FIG . 21A - D shows Genome - wide 5 - methyl - cytosine CG 
section of the floral stem . Xylem is visualized as blue , patterns in Arabidopsis . Distribution of CG - DMPs and 
25 
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CG - N - DMPs along each chromosome in a comparison of genetic changes in altered chromosomal loci include , but are 
first and second - generation msh1 / mshl versus a wildtype sib not limited to , methylation of chromosomal DNA , and in 
MSH1 / MSH1 , advanced - generation mshl versus Col - 0 , and particular , methylation of cytosine residues to 5 - methylcy 
epiF3 versus Col - 0 , with data normalized across all chro tosine residues , and / or post - translational modification of 
mosomes . The arrow indicates the position of MSH1 on 5 histone proteins , and in particular , histone modifications that 
Chromosome 3. Solid arrowheads indicate the CG - N - DMP include , but are not limited to , acetylation , methylation , 
distribution . ubiquitinylation , phosphorylation , and sumoylation ( cova 
FIG . 22A - D shows hypermethylation trends in first , sec lent attachment of small ubiquitin - like modifier proteins ) . As ond and advanced generation mshl and epiF3 lines ( A ) used herein , " chromosomal loci ” refer to loci in chromo Relative contributions of CG , CHG and CHH methylation to 10 somes located in the nucleus of a cell . differential methylated positions ( DMPs ) and non - differen As used herein , the phrase “ clonal propagate ” refers to a tial methylated positions ( NDMPs ) of the genome in the plant or progeny thereof obtained from a plant cell . Clonal mshl and epiF3 lines relative to Col - 0 . ( B ) Relative distri 
bution of DMPs within genes in the mshl and epiF3 lines . propagates can be obtained by methods including but not ( C ) Relative proportion of hyper- and hypomethylation CG 15 limited to regenerating whole plants from plant cells , plant 
and CHG changes in early generation mshl versus a MSH1 / embryos , cuttings , and the like . Various techniques used for 
MSH1 sib , and advanced generation mshl and epiF3 rela such clonal propagation include , but are not limited to , 
tive to wildtype Col - 0 . ( D ) Heat map of CHG analysis . The meristem culture , somatic embryogenesis , thin cell layer 
heatmap values represent the DMP number within the slid cultures , adventitious shoot culture , and callus culture . 
ing windows along each chromosome ( window size = 100 kb , 20 As used herein , the term “ comprising ” means “ including 
moving distance = 5 kb ) . The arrow to the right of each shows but not limited to ” . 
approximate location of centromere . As used herein , the phrase " crop plant ” includes , but is not 
FIG . 23 shows the distribution of flowering time in limited to , cereal , seed , grain , fruit , and vegetable crop 
Arabidopsis Col - 0 , epiF4 and epiF5 lines . Each distribution plants . 
is plotted based on 15-20 plants . As used herein , the phrases “ mutated chromosomal loci ” 
FIG . 24A - F shows the distribution of msh1 SNPs and ( plural ) , “ mutated chromosomal locus " ( singular ) , “ chromo 
indels versus Col - 0 across the genome . Each dot represents somal mutations " and " chromosomal mutation ” refer to 
the number of SNPs and indels found in a window of 50 kbp . portions of a chromosome that have undergone a heritable 
Note that the Y - axis has been synchronized with the maxi genetic change in a nucleotide sequence relative to the 
mum number found on chr4 to enable comparisons between 30 nucleotide sequence in the corresponding parental chromo 
chromosomes . The region 7,800,000-9,850,000 bp on chr4 , somal loci . Mutated chromosomal loci comprise mutations 
a likely introgressed segment from Ler , contains 8582 of the that include , but are not limited to , nucleotide sequence 
total 12,771 SNPs and indels . The overlap between these inversions , insertions , deletions , substitutions , or combina 
data and the known SNPs and small indels of Ler vs. Col - 0 tions thereof . In certain embodiments , the mutated chromo 
( 17 ) is 72 % and 67 % for SNPs and indels , respectively . 35 somal loci can comprise mutations that are reversible . In this 
FIG . 25A - C shows Arabidopsis F1 plants resulting from context , reversible mutations in the chromosome can 
crosses of the mshl chloroplast hemi - complementation include , but are not limited to , insertions of transposable 
linexCol - 0 wildtype . Transgene - mediated chloroplast hemi elements , defective transposable elements , and certain inver 
complementation of msh1 restores the wildtype phenotype . sions . In certain embodiments , the chromosomal loci com 
However , crossing of these hemi - complemented lines to 40 prise mutations are irreversible . In this context , irreversible 
Col - 0 results in range from 10 % to 77 % of the plants mutations in the chromosome can include , but are not 
displaying leaf curl in independent F1 progenies ( F1 ) . The limited to , deletions . 
cause of this phenotype is not yet known , but it is heritable As used herein , the term “ discrete variation ” or “ V. " 
in derived F2 populations ( F2 ) . refers to distinct , heritable phenotypic variation , that 
FIG . 26A - D shows the Venn Diagrams of the overlapping 45 includes traits of male sterility , dwarfing , variegation , and / or 
DMRs for CG ( A ) ( B ) ( C ) , and CHG ( D ) . delayed flowering time that can be observed either in any 
FIG . 27 shows an example of CG DMP distribution combination or in isolation . 
plotted by hypermethylation versus hypomethylation along As used herein , the phrase " heterologous sequence ” , 
Chromosome 3. Lighter arrows show regions where the when used in the context of an operably linked promoter , 
asymmetry is particularly pronounced in the msh1 second 50 refers to any sequence or any arrangement of a sequence that 
generation dwarfed ( dr ) lines . is distinct from the sequence or arrangement of the sequence 
FIG . 28 shows the Gene ontology distribution of genes with the promoter as it is found in nature . As such , an MSH1 
with significantly altered expression levels in mshl versus promoter can be operably linked to a heterologous sequence 
those in epiF3 based on transcript profile analysis . that includes , but is not limited to , MSH1 sense , MSH1 
55 antisense , combinations of MSH1 antisense and MSH1 
DESCRIPTION sense , and other MSH1 sequences that are distinct from , or 
arranged differently than , the operably linked sequences of 
As used herein , the phrase " chromosomal modification ” the MSH1 transcription unit as they are found in nature . 
refers to any of : a ) an “ altered chromosomal loci ” and an As used herein , the term “ MSH - dr ” refers to leaf varie 
“ altered chromosomal locus ” ; b ) “ mutated chromosomal 60 gation , cytoplasmic male sterility ( CMS ) , a reduced growth 
loci ” , a “ mutated chromosomal locus ” , “ chromosomal muta rate phenotype , delayed or non - flowering phenotype , 
tions " and a “ chromosomal mutation ” ; or c ) a transgene . increased plant tillering , decreased height , decreased inter 
As used herein , the phrases “ altered chromosomal loci ” node elongation , plant tillering , and / or stomatal density 
( plural ) or “ altered chromosomal locus ( singular ) refer to changes that are observed in plants subjected to suppression 
portions of a chromosome that have undergone a heritable 65 of plastid perturbation target genes . Plastid perturbation 
and reversible epigenetic change relative to the correspond target genes that can be suppressed to produce an MSH - dr 
ing parental chromosomal loci . Heritable and reversible phenotype include , but not limited to , MSH1 and PPD3 . 
heterotic group . 
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As used herein , the term " heterotic group ” refers to ( i.e. , bacterial origins of replication , autonomous replication 
genetically related germplasm that produce superior hybrids sequences , centromeric sequences ) . 
when crossed to genetically distinct germplasm of another As used herein , the phrase " suppressing expression of 
MSH1 gene ( s ) ” refers to any genetic or environmental 
As used herein , the term “ progeny ” refers to any one of 5 manipulation that provides for decreased levels of functional 
a first , second , third , or subsequent generation obtained from MSH1 activity in a plant or plant cell relative to the levels 
a parent plant or plant cell . of functional MSH1 activity that occur in an otherwise 
As used herein , the phrase " quantitative variation ” or isogenic plant or plant cell that had not been subjected to this 
“ V ” refers to phenotypic variation that is observed in genetic or environmental manipulation . 
individual progeny lines derived from outcrosses of plants 10 As used herein , the term “ transgene ” , in the context of a 
where MSH1 expression was suppressed and that exhibit chromosomal modification , refers to any DNA from a het 
discrete variation to other plants . erologous source that has been integrated into a chromo 
As used herein the terms " microRNA ” or “ miRNA ” refers some that is stably maintained in a host cell . In this context , 
to both a miRNA that is substantially similar to a native heterologous sources for the DNA include , but are not 
miRNA that occurs in a plant as well as to an artificial 15 limited to , DNAs from an organism distinct from the host 
miRNA . In certain embodiments , a transgene can be used to cell organism , species distinct from the host cell species , 
produce either a miRNA that is substantially similar to a varieties of the same species that are either distinct varieties 
native miRNA that occurs in a plant or an artificial miRNA . or identical varieties , DNA that has been subjected to any in 
As used herein , the phrase “ obtaining a nucleic acid vitro modification , recombinant DNA , and any combination 
associated with the altered chromosomal locus ” refers to any 20 thereof . 
method that provides for the physical separation or enrich As used herein , the term “ non - regenerable ” refers to a 
ment of the nucleic acid associated with the altered chro plant part or plant cell that can not give rise to a whole plant . 
mosomal locus from covalently linked nucleic that has not Methods for introducing heritable and epigenetic and / or 
been altered . In this context , the nucleic acid does not genetic variation that result in plants that exhibit useful traits 
necessarily comprise the alteration ( i.e. such as methylation ) 25 are provided herewith along with plants , plant seeds , plant 
but at least comprises one or more of the nucleotide base or parts , plant cells , and processed plant products obtainable by 
bases that are altered . Nucleic acids associated with an these methods . In certain embodiments , methods provided 
altered chromosomal locus can thus be obtained by methods herewith can be used to introduce epigenetic and / or genetic 
including , but not limited to , molecular cloning , PCR , or variation into varietal or non - hybrid plants that result in 
direct synthesis based on sequence data . 30 useful traits as well as useful plants , plant parts including , 
The phrase “ operably linked ” as used herein refers to the but not limited to , seeds , plant cells , and processed plant 
joining of nucleic acid sequences such that one sequence can products that exhibit , carry , or otherwise reflect benefits 
provide a required function to a linked sequence . In the conferred by the useful traits . In other embodiments , meth 
context of a promoter , “ operably linked ” means that the ods provided herewith can be used to introduce epigenetic 
promoter is connected to a sequence of interest such that the 35 and / or genetic variation into plants that are also amenable to 
transcription of that sequence of interest is controlled and hybridization . 
regulated by that promoter . When the sequence of interest In certain embodiments , the methods for introducing 
encodes a protein and when expression of that protein is heritable epigenetic or genetic variation in a plant or prog 
desired , “ operably linked ” means that the promoter is linked eny thereof can comprise the step of grafting rootstock 
to the sequence in such a way that the resulting transcript 40 obtained from a plant or a parent plant thereof had been 
will be efficiently translated . If the linkage of the promoter subjected to perturbation of plastid function to a scion . In 
to the coding sequence is a transcriptional fusion and certain embodiments , perturbation of plastid function is by 
expression of the encoded protein is desired , the linkage is suppression of a gene selected from the group consisting of 
made so that the first translational initiation codon in the MSH1 and PPD3 . In certain embodiments of any of the 
resulting transcript is the initiation codon of the coding 45 aforementioned methods , the heritable epigenetic variation 
sequence . Alternatively , if the linkage of the promoter to the provides a useful trait is selected from the group consisting 
coding sequence is a translational fusion and expression of of improved yield , delayed flowering , non - flowering , 
the encoded protein is desired , the linkage is made so that the increased biotic stress resistance , increased abiotic stress 
first translational initiation codon contained in the 5 ' untrans resistance , enhanced lodging resistance , enhanced growth 
lated sequence associated with the promoter is linked such 50 rate , enhanced biomass , enhanced tillering , enhanced 
that the resulting translation product is in frame with the branching , delayed flowering time , delayed senescence , 
translational open reading frame that encodes the protein increased flower number , improved architecture for high 
desired . Nucleic acid sequences that can be operably linked density planting , improved photosynthesis , increased root 
include , but are not limited to , sequences that provide gene mass , increased cell number , improved seedling vigor , 
expression functions ( i.e. , gene expression elements such as 55 improved seedling size , increased rate of cell division , 
promoters , 5 ' untranslated regions , introns , protein coding improved metabolic efficiency , and increased meristem size 
regions , 3 ' untranslated regions , polyadenylation sites , and / in comparison to the control plant . In certain embodiments , 
or transcriptional terminators ) , sequences that provide DNA the plant , progeny of the plant , or scion contain ( s ) one or 
transfer and / or integration functions ( i.e. , site specific more epigenetic changes in one or more nuclear chromo 
recombinase recognition sites , integrase recognition sites ) , 60 somes , wherein the epigenetic changes are absent from 
sequences that provide for selective functions ( i.e. , antibiotic nuclear chromosomes of the control plant or are absent from 
resistance markers , biosynthetic genes ) , sequences that pro nuclear chromosomes of a plant from which the scion was 
vide scoreable marker functions ( i.e. , reporter genes ) , obtained . In certain embodiments , the epigenetic change ( s ) 
sequences that facilitate in vitro or in vivo manipulations of are also present in the rootstock that had been subjected to 
the sequences ( i.e. , polylinker sequences , site specific 65 perturbation of plastid function . In certain embodiments , the 
recombination sequences , homologous recombination epigenetic changes in the plant , progeny of the plant , scion , 
sequences ) , and sequences that provide replication functions or rootstock are associated with the improvement in the 
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useful trait . In certain embodiments , the epigenetic changes specifically incorporated herein by reference in its entirety . 
in the plant , progeny of the plant , scion , or rootstock induced The use of plants with useful traits and methods of making 
by suppression of a gene selected from the group consisting such plants disclosed in para . [ 0072 ] , [ 0085 ] , and [ 0089 ] in 
of MSH1 and PPD3 are associated with the improvement in US Patent Application Publication No. 20120284814 as 
the useful trait . In certain embodiments , the plant , progeny 5 rootstock sources is specifically provided , and each of those 
of the plant , scion , or rootstock contain ( s ) one or more paragraphs is specifically incorporated herein by reference 
epigenetic changes in one or more nuclear chromosomes in their entireties . 
that are absent from nuclear chromosomes of rootstock In certain embodiments where the rootstock source plant , 
obtained from a plant or are absent from nuclear chromo or a parental plant thereof , had been subjected to plastid 
somes of a parent plant thereof had not been subjected to 10 perturbation , a population of progeny plants obtained from 
perturbation of plastid function . In certain embodiments , the the grafted plant are screened and individual progeny plants 
plant , progeny of the plant , scion and / or the rootstock are selected for one or more useful traits . Such populations 
exhibit CG hypermethylation of a region encompassing a of progeny plants can be obtained by methods including , but 
MSH1 locus in comparison to a control plant that had not not limited to , selfing or outcrossing the grafted plant 
been subjected to the plastid perturbation . In certain embodi- 15 comprising the rootstock to obtain seed that give rise to the 
ments , the plant , progeny of the plant , scion and / or the population . Such populations of progeny plants can also be 
rootstock exhibit pericentromeric CHG hyper - methylation obtained by methods including , but not limited to , growing 
in comparison to a control plant that had not been subjected a population of plants that are derived from independent 
to the plastid perturbation . In certain embodiments , the clonal propagates obtained from the grafted plant compris 
plant , progeny of the plant , scion and / or the rootstock 20 ing the rootstock . Such selected individual progeny plants 
exhibit CG hypermethylation and / or CHG hypermethylation that exhibit the useful trait can then be sexually or asexually 
at one or more nuclear chromosomal loci in comparison to propagated to yield populations of plants that exhibit the 
corresponding nuclear chromosomal loci of a control plant useful trait or seed lots that exhibit or harbor the useful trait . 
that had not been subjected to the plastid perturbation . In Such sexual propagation can be accomplished by selfing or 
certain embodiments , the plant is selected from the group 25 outcrossing the selected individual progeny plants that 
consisting of a crop plant , a tree , a bush , and a vine . In exhibit the useful trait . 
certain embodiments , the crop plant is selected from the In certain embodiments where the rootstock source plant 
group consisting of corn , soybean , cotton , canola , wheat , is the progeny of a parental plant that had been subjected to 
rice , tomato , tobacco , millet , potato , sugarbeet , cassava , plastid perturbation , the rootstock source plant itself can be 
alfalfa , barley , oats , sugarcane , sunflower , strawberry , and 30 a plant that was selected for one or more useful traits . 
sorghum . In certain embodiments , the tree is selected from Grafting rootstock from a plant that had been selected for a 
the group consisting of an apple , apricot , grapefruit , orange , useful trait to a scion that does not exhibit the trait can impart 
peach , pear , plum , lemon , coconut , poplar , eucalyptus , date the trait to the resultant grafted plant or to progeny thereof . 
palm , palm oil , pine , and an olive tree . In certain embodi Resultant grafted plants or progeny thereof that exhibit the 
ments , the bush is selected from the group consisting of a 35 useful trait can then be sexually or asexually propagated to 
blueberry , raspberry , and blackberry bush . In certain yield populations of plants that exhibit the useful trait or 
embodiments , the vine is a grape vine . Also provided are seed lots that exhibit or harbor the useful trait . 
plants or progeny thereof obtained by any of the aforemen In grafted plants or progeny thereof , perturbation of 
tioned methods . Also provided are plant parts obtained from plastid function in the rootstock can be continuous and 
the plant or progeny thereof that were made by any of the 40 ongoing or can be transient . Non - limiting and exemplary 
aforementioned methods . methods for effecting continuous and ongoing perturbation 
Also provided herein are grafted plants comprising a of plastid function in the rootstock include suppressing 
scion to which a rootstock had been grafted , wherein the expression of a plastid perturbation target gene with muta 
rootstock is obtained from a plant or a parent plant thereof tions in the endogenous gene or with a transgene that yields 
that had been subjected to perturbation of plastid function , 45 a product that suppresses expression of the endogenous 
as well as progeny plants and clonal propagates obtained gene . Alternatively , the perturbation of plastid function in 
from the grafted plant . Such rootstocks can be also used to the rootstock can be transient or have occurred in a parental 
introduce epigenetic and / or genetic variation into varietal or plant from which the rootstock was obtained but not in the 
non - hybrid plants that result in useful traits as well as useful rootstock that was used in the graft . Non - limiting and 
plants , plant parts including , but not limited to , seeds , plant 50 exemplary methods for effecting transient suppressing of 
cells , and processed plant products that exhibit , carry , or plastid function in the rootstock include suppressing expres 
otherwise reflect benefits conferred by the useful traits . In sion of a plastid perturbation target gene with a transgene 
other embodiments , such rootstocks can also be used to that provides for inducible or repressible expression of a 
introduce epigenetic and / or genetic variation into plants that product that suppresses expression of the endogenous gene , 
are also amenable to hybridization . 55 with a transgene that can be excised , or with a heterozygous 
Rootstocks useful for introducing epigenetic and / or transgene insert that is removed from the rootstock by 
genetic variation into plants can be obtained from a variety segregation . Any of the methods described herein for restor 
of rootstock source plants that had been subjected to plastid ing plastid function after perturbation can be used to gen 
perturbation . In certain embodiments , the rootstock source erate rootstock used in certain embodiments . 
plant is a plant that had itself been subjected to plastid 60 Grafting can be effected by any method that provides for 
perturbation . In other embodiments , the rootstock source establishment of a vascular connection between the root 
plant is the progeny of a parental plant that had itself been stock and the scion . Methods of grafting that can be used to 
subjected to plastid perturbation . Various methods of mak effect the connection between the scion and the rootstock 
ing rootstock source plants by plastid perturbation are pro include , but are not limited to , apical graftage , side graftage , 
vided herein . Plants that can serve as rootstock source plants 65 bark graftage , and root graftage . Such methods for effecting 
and methods of making such plants are also disclosed in US grafts of scions to rootstock are disclosed in “ Plant Propa 
Patent Application Publication No. 20120284814 , which is gation : Principles and Practices ; Chapter 12 : Techniques of 
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Grafting ” Ed . Hartman , Kester , Davies , and Geneve , 7th in the useful trait in comparison to a control plant . In certain 
Edition . Methods for effecting grafts of monocot plant embodiments , the second plant can also be a grafted plant 
scions to rootstocks that can be used with the scions and comprising a scion grafted to rootstock that had been 
rootstocks provided herein are disclosed in Muzik and La subjected to perturbation of plastid function , a progeny 
Rue , The Grafting of Large Monocotyledonous Plants , Sci- 5 plants obtained from a grafted plant comprising a scion 
ence 116 , No. 3022 : 589-591 , 1952 . grafted to rootstock that had been subjected to perturbation 
Rootstocks subjected to plastid perturbation or obtained of plastid function , any other ungrafted plant that had been from a parental plant that had been subjected to plastid subjected to perturbation of plastid function , or any other 
perturbation can exhibit modifications of one or more 
nuclear chromosomes . In certain embodiments , such root- 10 that had been subjected to perturbation of plastid function . 
ungrafted plant obtained from one or more parental plants 
stocks can exhibit characteristic DNA methylation and / or Such second plants can be plants that were selected for a gene transcription patterns that occur in plants subjected to useful trait and that were progeny of any plant or grafted suppression of an MSH1 target gene . Such characteristic 
DNA methylation and / or gene transcription patterns that plant that had subjected to perturbation of plastid function . 
occur in plants or seeds subjected to suppression of an 15 Control plants used as comparators to identify progeny of 
MSH1 target gene can include , but are not limited to , those the cross that exhibit an improvement in the useful trait 
patterns disclosed in Example 5. In certain embodiments , include , but are not limited to : progeny of a cross between 
rootstock of first generation progeny of a plant subjected to a plant which lacks a graft to the rootstock and a plant that 
suppression of a plastid perturbation target gene will exhibit is isogenic to the second plant , progeny of a self of a plant 
CG differentially methylated regions ( DMR ) of various 20 that lacks a graft to the rootstock , progeny of a self of the 
discrete chromosomal regions that include , but are not second plant ; progeny of a cross between a plant that is 
limited to , regions that encompass the MSH1 locus . In isogenic to the plant source of the scion of the grafted plant 
certain embodiments , a CG hypermethylated region that and a plant that is isogenic to the second plant ; and , progeny 
encompasses the MSH1 locus will be about 5 to about 8 of a cross between a plant that is isogenic to the plant source 
MBp ( mega base pairs ) in length . In certain embodiments , 25 of the scion of the grafted plant and that is isogenic to the 
rootstock of first generation progeny of a plant subjected to plant source of a scion of the second plant when the second 
suppression of a plastid perturbation target gene will also plant is a grafted plant . Also provided are methods where at 
exhibit changes in plant defense and stress response gene least the scion of the first plant is from a different heterotic 
expression . In certain embodiments , a rootstock , a scion group than the second plant or where at least the scion of the 
grafted thereto , and / or a plant cell , a seed , a progeny plant , 30 first plant is from the same heterotic group as the second 
plant populations , seed populations , and / or processed prod plant . 
ucts obtained therefrom that has been subject to suppression Also provided herein are various methods for producing 
of a plastid perturbation target gene will exhibit pericentro a plant exhibiting a useful trait that comprise selfing grafted 
meric CHG hypermethylation and CG hypermethlation of plants comprising a scion grafted to rootstock that had been various discrete or localized chromosomal regions . Such 35 subjected to perturbation of plastid function with another 
discrete or localized hypermethylation is distinct from gen plant , or selfing progeny plants obtained from the grafted 
eralized hypermethylation across chromosomes that have plant , and selecting one or more progeny plants obtained 
been previously observed ( U.S. Pat . No. 6,444,469 ) . Such from the self for an improvement in the useful trait in 
CHG hypermethylation is understood to be methylation at comparison to a control plant to produce a plant exhibiting 
the sequence “ CHG ” where H = A , T , or C. Such CG and 40 a useful trait . In certain embodiments , the selfed plant is a 
CHG hypermethylation can be assessed by comparing the grafted plant where the rootstock source plant is the progeny 
methylation status of a sample from rootstocks , scions of of a parental plant that had been subjected to plastid per 
plants grafted to root stocks , plants or seed that had been turbation and the rootstock source plant itself was selected 
subjected to suppression of a plastid perturbation target for and exhibits one or more useful traits . Control plants 
gene , or a sample from progeny plants or seed derived 45 used as comparators to identify progeny of the self that 
therefrom , to a sample from control plants or seed that had exhibit an improvement in the useful trait include , but are 
not been subjected to suppression of a plastid perturbation not limited to : progeny of a self of a plant which lacks a graft 
target gene . In this and certain other contexts , such control to the rootstock , progeny of a self of a plant that has a graft to rootstock that had not been subjected to plastid pertur plants include , but are not limited to , plants , grafted plants , 
scions thereof and rootstocks thereof that had not been 50 bation , and progeny of a self of a plant that is isogenic to the 
subjected to plastid perturbation . In certain embodiments , plant source of the scion of the grafted plant . 
such aforementioned changes in the methylation patterns In certain embodiments , useful traits provided herein can 
exhibited by scions that are grafted to the rootstocks , or be exhibited to a greater extent in subsequent generations of 
exhibited by a plant cell , a seed , a progeny plant , plant plants that are obtained from any of the grafted plants , 
populations , seed populations , and / or processed products 55 parental plants , or parental plant cells that had been sub 
obtained from the grafted plant , be used to monitor the jected to plastid perturbation that are provided herein . As 
effectiveness of the graft in transmitting desirable epigenetic such , a given initial plant obtained from a parent plant that 
changes or to identify a plant cell , a seed , a progeny plant , was subjected to plastid perturbation can be selfed to obtain 
plant populations , seed populations , and / or processed prod first , second , third , or later generations of progeny that ucts obtained from the grafted plant . exhibit a given useful trait to a greater extent in comparison Also provided herein are various methods for producing 
a plant exhibiting a useful trait that comprise crossing to either the initial plant or in comparison to a control plant . 
grafted plants comprising a scion grafted to rootstock that An initial grafted plant comprising a scion grafted to root 
had been subjected to perturbation of plastid function with stock subjected to plastid perturbation or to rootstock another plant , or crossing progeny plants obtained from the 65 obtained from a parent plant that had been subjected to 
grafted plant with another plant , and selecting one or more plastid perturbation can be selfed to obtain first , second , 
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useful trait to a greater extent in comparison to either the Other methods that can be used for clonal propagation of 
grafted initial plant or in comparison to a control plant . In potato plants provided herein include , but are not limited to , 
other embodiments , a given initial plant obtained from a methods where nodal , meristem , or shoot tip tissues are 
parent plant that was subjected to plastid perturbation can be cultured and multiplied ( Rosell , G. et al . Potato Research 
outcrossed to obtain F1 , F2 , F3 , or later generations of 30 : 111 , 1987 , and references cited therein ) . Still other meth 
progeny that exhibit a given useful trait to a greater extent ods that can be used for clonal propagation of potato plants 
in comparison to either the initial plant or in comparison to provided herein include , but are not limited to , methods 
a control plant . In certain embodiments , a useful trait where nodal segments are cultured in a bioreactor to mass 
harbored by an initial plant or an initial grafted plant is not 10 produce microtubers that can then serve as seed potato 
exhibited , or is exhibited to a lesser degree extent , in the tubers ( Piao et al . , Current Science 84 ( 8 ) : 1129 , 2003 ) . initial plant or an initial grafted plant . However , the useful Techniques that can be used for clonal propagation of sugar trait harbored by such an initial plant or an initial grafted 
plant is exhibited or is exhibited to a greater extent in beet plants provided herein include , but are not limited , to 
progeny obtained by outcrossing the initial plant or the 15 petiole explant propagation ( Grieve , et al . Plant Growth Regulation 21:15 , 1997 ) , or propagation of leaf blades , initial grafted plant to another plant . A useful trait harbored 
by such an initial plant or an initial grafted plant can also be apical meristems , stalk , embryo , or hypocotyls ( Mezei , S. et 
exhibited or is exhibited to a greater extent in progeny al . Biotechnology & Biotechnological Equipment , 20 : 1 , 
obtained by selfing the initial plant or the initial grafted 9-14 , 2006 ) . 
plant . In certain embodiments , plants or grafted plants that In certain embodiments , methods provided herewith 
are selfed or outcrossed can be inbred lines . In certain involve suppressing expression of plant plastid perturbation 
embodiments , a useful trait harbored by an inbred line is not target genes , restoring expression of a functional plant 
exhibited , or is exhibited to a lesser degree extent , in the plastid perturbation target gene , and selecting progeny 
inbred line . However , the useful trait harbored by such 25 plants that exhibit one or more useful traits . In certain 
inbred lines is exhibited or is exhibited to a greater extent in embodiments , these useful traits are associated with either 
progeny obtained by outcrossing the inbred line to another one or more altered chromosomal loci that have undergone 
plant . An initial grafted plant comprising a scion grafted to a heritable and reversible epigenetic changes . 
rootstock subjected to plastid perturbation or to rootstock In certain embodiments , methods for selectively suppress 
obtained from a parent plant that had been subjected to ing expression of plant plastid perturbation target genes in 
plastid perturbation can be outcrossed to obtain F1 , F2 , F3 , sub - populations of cells found in plants that contain plastids 
or later generations of progeny that exhibit a given useful referred to herein as “ sensory plastids ” are provided . Sen 
trait to a greater extent in comparison to either the initial sory plastids are plastids that occur in cells that exhibit 
grafted plant or in comparison to a control plant . Outcrosses 35 preferential expression of at least the MSH1 promoter . In 
of such initial plants or grafted plants can be to isogenic certain embodiments , MSH1 and other promoters active in 
plants or to genetically distinct plants . In the methods sensory plastids can thus be operably linked to a heterolo 
provided herein , initial or subsequent generations of prog gous sequence that perturbs plastid function to effect selec 
eny obtained from such selfs or crosses can thus be selected tive suppression of genes in cells containing the sensory 
for useful traits . The methods provided herein also permit 40 plastids . In addition to the distinguishing characteristic of expressing MSH1 , such cells containing sensory plastids can the identification of plants that harbor , but do not necessarily also be readily identified as their plastids are only about exhibit to a full extent , various useful traits . 30-40 % of the size of the chloroplasts contained within Clonal propagates can be obtained by methods including , mesophyll cells . Other promoters believed to be active in but not limited to , regenerating whole plants from plant 45 sensory plastids include , but are not limited to , PPD3 gene 
cells , plant embryos , cuttings , and the like that are obtained promoters . Selective suppression of plastid perturbation 
from scions of the grafted plants provided herein or progeny target genes in cells containing sensory plastids can trigger 
thereof . Various techniques used for such clonal propagation epigenetic changes that provide useful plant traits . Suppres 
include , but are not limited to , meristem culture , somatic sion of plant plastid perturbation target genes including but 
embryogenesis , thin cell layer cultures , adventitious shoot not limited to , photosynthetic components , in specific sub 
culture , and callus culture . In certain embodiments , clonal sets of plant cells that contain the sensory plastids is pre 
propagation is effected by placing sterile plant cells , plant ferred as suppression of those genes in most other plant cell 
embryos , cuttings , and the like in sterile plant culture media types is detrimental or lethal to the plant due to impairment 
containing suitable salts , sugars , and plant growth regulators 55 of its photosynthetic or other capabilities . 
to support regeneration of a plant or plant part . Such Plastid perturbation target genes that can be suppressed by 
techniques suitable for clonal propagation are often referred various methods provided herein to trigger epigenetic or 
to as “ micropropagation . ” Typically , cytokinins are used to other changes that provide useful traits include , but are not 
stimulate shoot formation while auxins are used to stimulate limited to , genes that encode components of plant plastid 
root formation in the cultured material . Techniques that can 60 thylakoid membranes and the thylakoid membrane lumen . 
be used for clonal propagation of potato plants provided In certain embodiments , the plastid perturbation target genes are selected from the group consisting of sensor , photosys herein include , but are not limited to , methods where sterile tem I , photosystem II , the NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase ( NDH ) 
cuttings from tubers are multiplied in a modified Murashige complex of the thylakoid membrane , the Cytochrome b6f 
Skoog media to produce micropropagated plants that can be 65 complex , and plastocyanin genes . A non - limiting and exem 
explanted to soil to produce micro - tubers that can then serve plary list of plastid pertubation targets is provided in Table 
as seed potato tubers ( Ahloowalia , Euphytica 75 : 163 , 1994 ) . 1 . 
50 
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TABLE 1 
Exemplary Plastid Perturbation Target Genes 
Exemplary Genes Database 
Accession Numbers and / or 





SEQ ID NO : 1 , 3-11 . 
AT1676450 ; SEQ ID NO : 
16-40 
PSAG AT1G55670.1 Photosystem I 
Photosystem I PSAD - 2 AT1G03130.1 
Photosystem I PSAO AT1G08380 
Photosystem I PSAK AT1G30380.1 
Photosystem I PSAF AT1G31330.1 
Photosystem I PsaN AT1G49975.1 
Photosystem I PSAH - 2 , PSAH2 , PSI - H 
AT1652230.1 
Photosystem I PSAE - 2 AT2G20260.1 
Photosystem I PSAP AT2G46820.1 
Photosystem I PSAH - 1 AT3G16140.1 
Photosystem I PSAD - 1AT4G02770 
Photosystem I PSAL AT4G12800 
Photosystem I PSAN AT5G64040 
LHCA5 AT1G45474 
PHOTOSYSTEM I SUBUNIT 
G , PSAG 
PHOTOSYSTEM I SUBUNIT 
D - 2 , PSAD - 2 
PHOTOSYSTEM I SUBUNIT 
0 , PSAO 
PHOTOSYSTEM I SUBUNIT 
K , PSAK 
PHOTOSYSTEM I SUBUNIT 
F , PSAF 
Photosystem I PsaN , reaction 
centre subunit N 
PHOTOSYSTEM I SUBUNIT 
H - 2 , PHOTOSYSTEM I 
SUBUNIT H2 , PSAH - 2 , 
PSAH2 , PSI - H 
PHOTOSYSTEM I SUBUNIT 
E - 2 , PSAE - 2 
PHOTOSYSTEM I P 
SUBUNIT , PLASTID 
TRANSCRIPTIONALLY 
ACTIVE 8 , PSAP , PSI - P , 
PTAC8 , THYLAKOID 
MEMBRANE 
PHOSPHOPROTEIN OF 14 
KDA , TMP14 
PHOTOSYSTEM I SUBUNIT 
H - 1 , PSAH - 1 
PHOTOSYSTEM I SUBUNIT 
D - 1 , PSAD - 1 
PHOTOSYSTEM I SUBUNIT 
L , PSAL 
PSAN 
LHCA5 , PHOTOSYSTEM I 
LIGHT HARVESTING 
COMPLEX GENE 5 
PsbY 
PsbW 




Psbo - 1 




PsbQ - 1 
Psb Q - 2 , 
PPL1 
PSAE - 1 
LPA2 
Psb Q - like PQL1 
PsbQ - like PQL2 
PsbQ - like PQL3 
PHOTOSYNTHETIC NDH 
SUBCOMPLEX L 1 , PNSL1 , 
PPL2 , PSBP - LIKE PROTEIN 
2 
NAD ( P ) H 
DEHYDROGENASE 
SUBUNIT 48 , NDF1 , NDH 
DEPENDENT CYCLIC 
ELECTRON FLOW 1 , 
NDH48 , PHOTOSYNTHETIC 
NDH SUBCOMPLEX B 1 , 
PNSB1 
NDF6 , NDH DEPENDENT 
FLOW 6 . 
PHOTOSYNTHETIC NDH 




















NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
PsbY AT1G67740 
PsbW AT2G30570 









PsbQ - 1 , AT4G21280 
PsbQ - 2 , AT4G05180 
PPL1 At3g55330 
PSAE - 1 AT4G28750 
LPA2 AT5G51545 
PQL1 AT1G14150 
PQL2 AT3G01440 , 
PQL3 AT2G01918 
PPL2 At2g39470 
NDH48 AT1G15980 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
NDF6 AT1G18730 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
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TABLE 1 - continued 
Exemplary Plastid Perturbation Target Genes 
Exemplary Genes Database 
Accession Numbers and / or 
SEQ ID NO Category Gene name ( s ) and / or Activity 
NDH45 AT1G64770 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
NDF5 AT1G55370 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
NDHL AT1G70760 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
NDHO AT1G74880 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
PIFI AT3G15840 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
NDF4AT3G16250 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
NDHM AT4G37925 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
AT4G39710 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
NAD ( P ) H 
DEHYDROGENASE 
SUBUNIT 45 , NDF2 , NDH 
DEPENDENT CYCLIC 
ELECTRON FLOW 1 , 
NDH45 , PHOTOSYNTHETIC 
NDH SUBCOMPLEX B 2 , 
PNSB2 
NDF5 , NDH - DEPENDENT 
CYCLIC ELECTRON FLOW 
5 
CHLORORESPIRATORY 
REDUCTION 23 , CRR23 , 
NADH DEHYDROGENASE 
LIKE COMPLEX L , NDHL 
NAD ( P ) H : PLASTOQUINONE 
DEHYDROGENASE 
COMPLEX SUBUNIT O , 
NADH DEHYDROGENASE 
LIKE COMPLEX ) , NDH - O , 
NDHO 




NDF4 , NDH - DEPENDENT 
CYCLIC ELECTRON FLOW 
1 , PHOTOSYNTHETIC NDH 
SUBCOMPLEX B 3 , PNSB3 
NADH DEHYDROGENASE 
LIKE COMPLEX M , NDH - M , 
NDHM , SUBUNIT NDH - M OF 
NAD ( P ) H : PLASTOQUINONE 
DEHYDROGENASE 
COMPLEX 
FK506 - BINDING PROTEIN 
16-2 , FKBP16-2 , 
PHOTOSYNTHETIC NDH 
SUBCOMPLEX L 4 , PNSL4 
CYCLOPHILIN 20-2 , , 
CYCLOPHILIN 20-2 , CYP20 
2 , PHOTOSYNTHETIC NDH 
SUBCOMPLEX L 5 , PNSL5 
CHLORORESPIRATORY 
REDUCTION L , CRRL , 
NADH DEHYDROGENASE 
LIKE COMPLEX U , NDHU 
CHLORORESPIRATORY 
REDUCTION 7 , CRR7 
NAD ( P ) H 
DEHYDROGENASE 18 , 
NDH18 , PHOTOSYNTHETIC 
NDH SUBCOMPLEX B 5 , 
PNSB5 
NADH DEHYDROGENASE 
LIKE COMPLEX N , NDHN 
Rieske iron - sulfur protein 
containing a [ 2Fe - 2S ] cluster , 
OetC 
ferredoxin : NADP- reductase 
[ FNR1 and FNR2 ] 
PETE1 , PLASTOCYANIN 1 
PETE2 , PLASTOCYANIN 2 
PPD1 , PSBP - DOMAIN 
PROTEIN1 
PPD2 , PSBP - DOMAIN 
PROTEIN 
PPD4 , PSBP - DOMAIN 
PROTEIN 
PPD5 , PSBP DOMAIN 
PROTEIN 5 
PPD6 , PSBP - DOMAIN 
PROTEIN 6 
PNSL5 AT5G13120 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
NDHU AT5G21430 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
CRR7 AT5G39210 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
NDH18 AT5G43750 
NDHN AT5G58260 NAD ( P ) H dehydrogenase 
( NDH ) Complex 
Cytochrome bof complex PetC At4g03280 









other PPD2 At2g28605 
other PPD4 Atlg77090 
other PPD5 At5g11450 
other PPD6 At3g56650 
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TABLE 1 - continued 
Exemplary Plastid Perturbation Target Genes 
Exemplary Genes Database 
Accession Numbers and / or 









other PPD7 , PSBP - DOMAIN 
PROTEIN 7 
MSH1 interacting proteins CADO ( CINNAMYL ALCOHOL 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid DEHYDROGENASE 9 ) ; binding 
catalytic / oxidoreductase / zinc 
ion binding 
MSH1 interacting proteins KAB1 ( POTASSIUM 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid CHANNEL BETA SUBUNIT ) ; 
oxidoreductase / potassium 
channel 
MSH1 interacting proteins GOS12 ( GOLGI SNARE 12 ) ; 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid SNARE binding 
MSH1 interacting proteins ELI3-1 ( ELICITOR 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid ACTIVATED GENE 3-1 ) ; 
binding / catalytic / 
oxidoreductase / zinc ion binding 
( CAD7 ) , response to bacterium , 
plant - type hypersensitive response 
MSH1 interacting proteins STT3B ( staurosporin and 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid temperature sensitive 3 - like b ) ; 
oligosaccharyl transferase 
MSH1 interacting proteins tRNA synthetase beta subunit 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid family protein , FUNCTIONS IN : 
phenylalanine - tRNA ligase 
activity , RNA binding , 
magnesium ion binding , 
nucleotide binding , ATP binding 
( unknown to date ) 
MSH1 interacting proteins high mobility group ( HMG1 / 2 ) 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid family protein , FUNCTIONS IN : 
sequence - specific DNA binding 
transcription factor activity ; 
LOCATED IN : nucleus , 
chloroplast 
MSH1 interacting proteins Protein kinase superfamily 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid protein , FUNCTIONS IN : protein 
kinase activity , ATP binding ; 
INVOLVED IN : protein amino 
acid phosphorylation ; LOCATED 
IN : chloroplast 
MSH1 interacting proteins Protein kinase superfamily 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid protein , FUNCTIONS IN : inositol 
or phosphatidylinositol kinase 
activity , phosphotransferase 
activity ( interacts with SNARE 
At2G45200 ) 
MSH1 interacting proteins RNA - binding ( RRM / RBD / RNP 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid motifs ) family protein ; 
FUNCTIONS IN : RNA binding , 
nucleotide binding , nucleic acid 
binding ; ( interactomes map ) 
MSH1 interacting proteins unknown protein , LOCATED IN : 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid chloroplast 
MSH1 interacting proteins ATPase , FO / VO complex , subunit 
identified by Yeast Two Hybrid C protein ; FUNCTIONS IN : 
ATPase activity ; INVOLVED IN : 
ATP synthesis coupled proton 
transport ( vacuole ) 
MSH1 interacting proteins RNA binding : FUNCTIONS IN : 








Exemplary plastid perturbation target genes from Arabi names of the subunits . Specifically the genome , cDNA , or 
dopsis with the accession number for the corresponding 60 EST sequences are available for apples , beans , barley , 
sequences in the Arabidopsis genome database ( on the world Brassica napus , rice , Cassava , Coffee , Eggplant , Orange , 
wide web at the address “ Arabidopsis.org ” ) are provided in sorghum , tomato , cotton , grape , lettuce , tobacco , papaya , 
Table 1. Orthologous genes from many crop species can be pine , rye , soybean , sunflower , peach , poplar , scarlet bean , 
obtained through the BLAST comparison of the protein spruce , cocoa , cowpea , maize , onion , pepper , potato , radish , 
sequences of the Arabidopsis genes above to the genomic 65 sugarcane , wheat , and other species at the following internet 
databases ( NCBI and publically available genomic data or world wide web addresses : “ compbio.dfci.harvard.edu/ 
bases for specific crop species ) , as well as from the specific tgi / plant.html ” ; " genomevolution.org/wiki/index.php/Se 
5 
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quenced_plant_genomes " ; “ ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/ gene from a genomic or cDNA library using PCR and / or 
PLANTS / PlantList.html ” ; " plantgdb.org/ " ; hybridization based techniques ; iv ) cloning the plastid per 
“ arabidopsis.org/portals/genAnnotation/other_genomesr " ; turbation target gene from an expression library where an 
" gramene.org/resources/ " ; “ genomenewsnetwork.org/re antibody directed to the plastid perturbation target gene 
sources / sequenced_genomes / genome_guide_pl.shtml " ; protein is used to identify the plastid perturbation target gene 
" jgi.doe.gov/programs/plants/index.jsr " ; " chibba.agtec.u containing clone ; v ) cloning the plastid perturbation target ga.edu/duplication/ " ; " mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/plant/ gene by complementation of an plastid perturbation target 
genomes.jsp " ; " science.co.il/biomedical/Plant-Genome-Da gene mutant or plastid perturbation target gene deficient tabases.asp " ; jcvi.org/cms/index.php?id=16 " ; and plant ; or vi ) any combination of ( i ) , ( ii ) , ( iii ) , ( iv ) , and / or ( v ) . phyto5.phytozome.net/Phytozome_resources.php " . The 10 The DNA sequences of the target genes can be obtained main protein complexes involved in photon capture and from the promoter regions or transcribed regions of the electron transport of photosystem II ( PSII ) , NAD ( P ) H dehy 
drogenase ( NDH ) , Cytochrome bof complex , plastocyanin , target genes by PCR isolation from genomic DNA , or PCR 
photosystem I ( PSI ) , and associated plastid proteins that of the cDNA for the transcribed regions , or by commercial represent certain plastid perturbation targets are also 15 synthesis of the DNA sequence . RNA sequences can be 
described in Grouneva , I. , P. J. Gollan , et al . ( 2013 ) Planta chemically synthesized or , more preferably , by transcription 
237 ( 2 ) : 399-412 Ifuku , K. , S. Ishihara , et al . ( 2010 ) . J Integr of suitable DNA templates . Recovery of the plastid pertur 
Plant Biol 52 ( 8 ) : 723-734 . bation target gene from the plant can be readily determined 
In general , methods provided herewith for introducing or confirmed by constructing a plant transformation vector 
epigenetic and / or genetic variation in plants simply require 20 that provides for suppression of the gene , transforming the 
that plastid perturbation target gene expression be sup plants with the vector , and determining if plants transformed 
pressed for a time sufficient to introduce the variation and / or with the vector exhibit the characteristic responses that are 
in appropriate subsets of cells ( i.e cells containing sensory typically observed in various plant species when MSH1 
plastids ) . As such , a wide variety of plastid perturbation expression is suppressed that include leaf variegation , cyto 
target gene suppression methods can be employed to prac- 25 plasmic male sterility ( CMS ) , a reduced growth - rate phe 
tice the methods provided herewith and the methods are not notype , and / or delayed or non - flowering phenotype . The 
limited to a particular suppression technique . characteristic responses of MSH1 suppression have been 
Sequences of plastid perturbation target gene genes or described previously as developmental reprogramming or 
fragments thereof from Arabidopsis and various crop plants “ MSH - dr1 ” ( Xu et al . Plant Physiol . Vol . 159 : 711-720 , 
are provided herewith . In certain embodiments , such genes 30 2012 ) . 
may be used directly in either the homologous or a heter In certain embodiments , plastid perturbation target genes 
ologous plant species to provide for suppression of the or fragments thereof used in the methods provided herein 
endogenous plastid perturbation target gene in either the will have nucleotide sequences with at least 50 % , 60 % , 
homologous or heterologous plant species . A non - limiting , 70 % , 80 % , 90 % , 95 % , 98 % , 99 % , or 100 % nucleotide 
exemplary demonstration where an exemplary MSH1 plas- 35 sequence identity to one or more of the plastid perturbation 
tid perturbation target gene from one species was shown to target genes or fragments thereof provided herein that 
be effective in suppressing the endogenous MSH1 gene in include , but are not limited to , genes provided in Table 1 and 
both a homologous and a heterologous species is provided orthologs thereof found in various crop plants . In certain 
by Sandhu et al . 2007 , where a transgene that provides for embodiments , plastid perturbation target genes or fragments 
an MSH1 inhibitory RNA ( RNAI ) with tomato MSH1 40 thereof used in the methods provided herein encode plastid 
sequences was shown to inhibit the endogenous MSH1 perturbation target gene proteins or portions thereof will 
plastid perturbation target gene genes of both tomato and have amino acid sequences with at least 50 % , 60 % , 70 % , 
tobacco . A transgene that provides for a plastid perturbation 80 % , 90 % , 95 % , 98 % , 99 % , or 100 % amino acid sequence 
target gene inhibitory RNA ( RNAi ) with maize plastid identity to one or more of the plastid perturbation target gene 
perturbation target gene sequences can be used in certain 45 proteins provided herein that include , but are not limited to , 
embodiments to inhibit the endogenous plastid perturbation the plastid perturbation target gene proteins encoded by 
target gene genes of millet , sorghum , and maize . Plastid genes provided in Table 1. In certain embodiments , plastid 
perturbation target gene genes from other plants including , perturbation target genes or fragments thereof used in the 
but not limited to , cotton , canola , wheat , barley , flax , oat , methods provided herein will have nucleotide sequences 
rye , turf grass , sugarcane , alfalfa , banana , broccoli , cabbage , 50 with at least 50 % , 60 % , 70 % , 80 % , 90 % , 95 % , 98 % , 99 % , 
carrot , cassava , cauliflower , celery , citrus , a cucurbit , euca or 100 % nucleotide sequence identity to one or more of the 
lyptus , garlic , grape , onion , lettuce , pea , peanut , pepper , PPD3 plastid perturbation target genes fragments thereof , 
potato , poplar , pine , sunflower , safflower , soybean , black orthologs thereof , or homologs thereof , provided herein that 
berry , blueberry , sugar beet , sweet potato , tobacco , straw include , but are not limited to , SEQ ID NO : 16-40 . In certain 
berry , sugar beet , sweet potato , Jatropha , Camelina , and 55 embodiments , plastid perturbation target gene genes or 
Agave can be obtained by a variety of techniques and used fragments thereof used in the methods provided herein 
to suppress expression of either the corresponding plastid encode plastid perturbation target gene proteins or portions 
perturbation target gene in those plants or the plastid per thereof will have amino acid sequences with at least 50 % , 
turbation target gene in a distinct plant . Methods for obtain 60 % , 70 % , 80 % , 90 % , 95 % , 98 % , 99 % , or 100 % amino acid 
ing plastid perturbation target genes for various plants 60 sequence identity to one or more of the PPD3 plastid 
include , but are not limited to , techniques such as : i ) perturbation target gene proteins or plastid perturbation 
searching amino acid and / or nucleotide sequence databases target gene homologs provided herein that include , but are 
comprising sequences from the plant species to identify the not limited to , the proteins encoded by SEQ ID NO : 16-40 . 
plastid perturbation target gene by sequence identity com PPD3 plastid perturbation target gene genes from plants 
parisons ; ii ) cloning the plastid perturbation target gene by 65 other than those provided herein can also be identified by the 
either PCR from genomic sequences or RT - PCR from encoded regions with homology to the PsbP1 and PsbP2 
expressed RNA ; iii ) cloning the plastid perturbation target gene domains that characterize many PPD3 genes . 
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It is anticipated that plastid perturbation target gene For gene targets with closely related family members , 
nucleic acid fragments of 18 to 20 nucleotides , but more sense , antisense or double hairpin suppression designs can 
preferably 21 nucleotides or more , can be used to effect include sequences from more than one family member , 
suppression of the endogenous plastid perturbation target following the designs described above . In certain embodi 
gene . In certain embodiments , plastid perturbation target 5 ments , a transgene to suppress two genes , target gene A and 
gene nucleic acid fragments of at least 18 , 19 , 20 , or 21 target gene B , is designed to have the following order : 
nucleotides to about 50 , 100 , 200 , 500 , or more nucleotides promoter / optional intron / antisense to target gene A / anti 
can be used to effect suppression of the endogenous plastid sense to target gene B / spacer sequence / sense target gene 
perturbation target gene . Regions of 20 , 50 , 100 , 500 , or B / sense gene A / polyadenylation region . In certain embodi 
more by are suitable for this purpose , with lengths of 100 to 10 ments , this spacer sequence can be an intron . Exemplary embodiments include , but are not limited to , the following 300 bases of the target gene sequences preferable , and combinations of gene family members that can each be lengths of 300 to 500 bp or more being most preferable . For arranged in a single recombinant DNA construct any order use in a hairpin or inverted repeat knockdown design , a that provides for hairpin formation and suppression of the spacer region with a sequence not related to the sequence of 15 gene targets : 
the genome of the target plant can be used . A hairpin ( a ) Construct 1 : PsbQ - like PQL1 , PsbQ - like , PsbQ - like 
construct containing 300 to 500 bp or more of a target gene PQL3 , and any combination thereof ; 
sequence in the antisense orientation , followed by a spacer ( b ) Construct 2 : Psb0-1 and Psb0-2 ; 
region whose sequence is not critical but can be a intron or ( c ) Construct 3 : PsbP1 and PsbP2 ; 
non - intron . If the spacer is an intron , the caster bean catalase 20 ( d ) Construct 4 : PsbQ - 1 and PsbQ - 2 ; 
intron which is effectively spliced in both monocots and ( e ) Construct 5 : FNR1 and FNR2 ; 
dicots ( Tanaka , Mita et al . Nucleic Acids Res 18 ( 23 ) : ( f ) Construct 6 : PETE1 and PETE2 ; and , 
6767-6770 , 1990 ) , is known to those skilled in the art and is ( g ) Construct 7 : Psb W and PsbW - like . 
useful for the present embodiment . After the spacer the same In certain embodiments , suppression of plastid perturba 
target gene sequence in the sense orientation is present , such 25 tion target gene in a plant is effected with a transgene . 
that the antisense and sense strands can form a double Transgenes that can be used to suppress expression of plastid 
stranded RNA after transcription of the transcribed region . perturbation target gene include , but are not limited to , 
The target gene sequences are followed by a polyade transgenes that produce dominant - negative mutants of a 
nylation region . 3 ' polyadenylation regions known to those plastid perturbation target gene , a small inhibitory RNA 
skilled in the art to function in monocots and dicot plants 30 ( siRNA ) , a microRNA ( miRNA ) , a co - suppressing sense 
include but are not limited to the Nopaline Synthase ( NOS ) RNA , and / or an anti - sense RNA that provide for inhibition 
3 ' region , the Octapine Synthase ( OCS ) 3 ' region , the of the endogenous plastid perturbation target gene . U.S. 
Cauliflower Mosaic Virus 355 3 ' region , the Mannopine patents incorporated herein by reference in their entireties 
Synthase ( MAS ) 3 ' region . Additional 3 ' polyadenylation that describe suppression of endogenous plant genes by 
regions from monocotyledonous genes such as those from 35 transgenes include U.S. Pat . Nos . 7,109,393 , 5,231,020 and 
rice , sorghum , wheat , and maize are available to those 5,283,184 ( co - suppression methods ) ; and U.S. Pat . Nos . 
skilled in the art to provide similar polyadenylation region 5,107,065 and 5,759,829 ( antisense methods ) . In certain 
and function in DNA constructs in the present embodiments . embodiments , transgenes specifically designed to produce 
In certain embodiments , a transgene designed to suppress a double - stranded RNA ( dsRNA ) molecules with homology 
target gene in dicots is designed to have the following order : 40 to the plastid perturbation target gene can be used to 
promoter / antisense to target gene / catalase intron / sense gene decrease expression of the endogenous plastid perturbation 
A / polyadenylation region . In embodiments where a gene is target gene . In such embodiments , the sense strand 
designed to suppress a target gene in monocots can have the sequences of the dsRNA can be separated from the antisense 
following order : promoter / intron for monocots / antisense to sequences by a spacer sequence , preferably one that pro 
target gene / catalase intron / sense gene A / polyadenylation 45 motes the formation of a dsRNA ( double - stranded RNA ) 
region . molecule . Examples of such spacer sequences include , but 
Sequences that provide for suppression of a plastid per are not limited to , those set forth in Wesley et al . , Plant J. , 
turbation target gene can include sequences that exhibit 27 ( 6 ) : 581-90 ( 2001 ) , and Hamilton et al . , Plant J. , 15 : 737 
complementarity to either strand of the promoter , 5 ' or 3 ' 746 ( 1998 ) . One exemplary and non - limiting vector that has 
untranslated region , intron , coding regions , and / or any com- 50 been shown to provide for suppression of plastid perturba 
bination thereof . A target gene promoter region for gene tion target gene in tobacco and tomato has been described by 
suppression can include the transcription start site , the TATA Sandhu et al . , 2007 where an intron sequence separates the 
box , and upstream regions . The promoter region for gene sense and antisense strands of the plastid perturbation target 
silencing can be about 20 , 50 , 80 , or 100 nucleotides in gene sequence . The design of recombinant DNA constructs 
length , and more preferably is about 100 to 500 nucleotides 55 for suppression of gene expression are also described in 
in length . The promoter region used for such suppression Helliwell , C. and P. Waterhouse ( 2003 ) . " Constructs and 
can be from different regions in the upstream promoter , methods for high - throughput gene silencing in plants . ” 
preferably containing at least about 500 nucleotides Methods 30 ( 4 ) : 289-295 . 
upstream from the start of transcription , and most preferably In certain embodiments , transgenes that provide for plas 
containing at least about 500 nucleotides upstream from the 60 tid perturbation target gene suppression can comprise regu 
start of translation of the native coding region of the native lated promoters that provide for either induction or down 
gene . This would include the UTR which may or may not be regulation of operably linked plastid perturbation target gene 
part of the promoter . A description of various recombinant inhibitory sequences . In this context , plastid perturbation 
DNA constructs that target promoter and / or adjoining target gene inhibitory sequences can include , but are not 
regions of target genes are described in U.S. Pat . No. 65 limited to , dominant - negative mutants of plastid perturba 
8,293,975 , which is incorporated herein by reference in its tion target gene , a small inhibitory RNA ( siRNA ) , a micro 
entirety . RNA ( miRNA ) , a co - suppressing sense RNA , and / or an 
US 10,767,188 B2 
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anti - sense RNA that provide for inhibition of the endog same target gene sequence in the sense orientation is present , 
enous plastid perturbation target gene of a plant . Such such that the antisense and sense strands can form a double 
promoters can provide for suppression of plastid perturba stranded RNA after transcription of the transcribed region . 
tion target gene during controlled time periods by either The target gene sequences are followed by a polyade 
providing or withholding the inducer or down regulator . 5 nylation region . Various 3 ' polyadenylation regions known 
Inducible promoters include , but are not limited to , a PR - la to function in monocots and dicot plants include but are not 
promoter ( U.S. Patent Application Publication Number limited to the Nopaline Synthase ( NOS ) 3 ' region , the 
20020062502 ) or a GST II promoter ( WO 1990/008826 A1 ) . Octapine Synthase ( OCS ) 3 ' region , the Cauliflower Mosaic 
In other embodiments , both a transcription factor that can be Virus 355 3 ' region , the Mannopine Synthase ( MAS ) 3 ' 
induced or repressed as well as a promoter recognized by 10 region . In certain embodiments recombinant DNA con 
that transcription factor and operably linked to the plastid structs for suppression of monocot target genes can com 
perturbation target gene inhibitory sequences are provided . prise MSH1 or PPD3 promoter from a monocot species such 
Such transcription factor / promoter systems include , but are as rice , maize , sorghum or wheat can either be attached 
not limited to : i ) RF2a acidic domain - ecdysone receptor directly to the hairpin region or to a monocot intron before 
transcription factors / cognate promoters that can be induced 15 the hairpin region . Monocot introns that are beneficial to 
by methoxyfenozide , tebufenozide , and other compounds gene expression when located between the promoter and 
( U.S. Patent Application Publication Number coding region are the first intron of the maize ubiquitin 
20070298499 ) ; ii ) chimeric tetracycline repressor transcrip ( described in U.S. Pat . No. 6,054,574 , which is incorporated 
tion factors / cognate chimeric promoters that can be herein by reference in its entirety ) and the first intron of rice 
repressed or de - repressed with tetracycline ( Gatz , C. , et al . 20 actin 1 ( McElroy , Zhang et al . Plant Cell 2 ( 2 ) : 163-171 , 
( 1992 ) . Plant J. 2 , 397-404 ) , and the like . 1990 ) . Additional introns that are beneficial to gene expres 
In certain embodiments , a promoter that provides for sion when located between the promoter and coding region 
selective expression of a heterologous sequence that sup are the maize hsp70 intron ( described in U.S. Pat . No. 
presses expression of the target gene in cells containing 5,859,347 , which is incorporated herein by reference in its 
sensory plastids is used . In certain embodiments , this pro- 25 entirety ) , and the maize alcohol dehydrogenase 1 genes 
moter is an Mshl or a PPD3 promoter . In certain embodi introns 2 and 6 ( described in U.S. Pat . No. 6,342,660 , which 
ments , this promoter is an Msh1 or a PPD3 promoter and the is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety ) . 
operably linked heterologous sequence suppresses expres In still other embodiments , transgenic plants are provided 
sion of a target gene provided in Table 1 ( above ) . Msh1 where the transgene that provides for plastid perturbation 
promoters that can be used to express heterologous 30 target gene suppression is flanked by sequences that provide 
sequences in cells containing sensor plastids include , but are for removal for the transgene . Such sequences include , but 
not limited to , the Arabidopsis , sorghum , tomato , and maize are not limited to , transposable element sequences that are 
promoters provided herewith ( SEQ ID NO : 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 , acted on by a cognate transposase . Non - limiting examples of 
and 41 ) as well as functional derivatives thereof that like such systems that have been used in transgenic plants 
wise provide for expression in cells that contain sensor 35 include the cre - lox and FLP - FRT systems . 
plastids . In certain embodiments , deletion derivatives of the Plastid perturbation target gene suppression can be readily 
Msh1 promoters comprising about 1500 Bp , 1000 Bp , or identified or monitored by molecular techniques . In certain 
about 750 Bp of SEQ ID NO : 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 , and 41 can also embodiments where the endogenous plastid perturbation 
be used express heterologus sequences . PPD3 promoters target gene is intact but its expression is inhibited , produc 
that can be used to express heterologous sequences in cells 40 tion or accumulation of the RNA encoding plastid pertur 
containing sensor plastids include , but are not limited to , the bation target gene can be monitored . Molecular methods for 
Arabidopsis , rice , and tomato promoters provided herewith monitoring plastid perturbation target gene RNA expression 
as SEQ ID NO : 52 , 53 , and 54 as well as functional deriva levels include , but are not limited to , use of semi - quantitive 
tives thereof that provide for expression in cells that contain or quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reac 
sensor plastids . In certain embodiments , deletion derivatives 45 tion ( QRT - PCR ) techniques . The use of semi - quantitive PCR 
of the Msh1 promoters comprising about 800 Bp , 600 Bp , or techniques to monitor plastid perturbation target gene sup 
about 500 Bp of SEQ ID NO : 52 , 53 , and 54 can also be used pression resulting from RNAi mediated suppression of plas 
to express heterologus sequences . In certain embodiments , tid perturbation target gene has been described ( Sandhu et al . 
PPD3 promoters comprising SEQ ID NO : 52 , 53 , and 54 and 2007 ) . Various quantitative RT - PCR procedures including , 
an additional 200 , 500 , or 1000 basepairs of the endogenous 50 but not limited to , TaqManTM reactions ( Applied Biosys 
5'PPD3 promoter sequences can be used to express hetero tems , Foster City , Calif . US ) , use of ScorpionTM or Molecu 
logus sequences . Additional 200 , 500 , or 1000 basepairs of lar BeaconTM probes , or any of the methods disclosed in 
the endogenous 5'PPD3 promoter sequences can be obtained Bustin , S. A. ( Journal of Molecular Endocrinology ( 2002 ) 
by methods including , but not limited to , retrieval of 29 , 23-39 ) can be used . It is also possible to use other RNA 
sequences from databases provided herein and recovery of 55 quantitation techniques such as Quantitative Nucleic Acid 
the adjoining promoter DNA by PCR amplification of Sequence Based Amplification ( Q - NASBATM ) or the 
genomic template sequences or by direct synthesis . In cer InvaderTM technology ( Third Wave Technologies , Madison , 
tain embodiments , recombinant DNA constructs for sup Wis . ) . 
pression of dicot target genes can comprise a MSH1 or In certain embodiments where plastid perturbation target 
PPD3 promoter from a dicotyledonous species such as 60 gene suppression is achieved by use of a mutation in the 
Arabidopsis , soybeans or canola , is attached to a hairpin endogenous plastid perturbation target gene of a plant , the 
construct containing 300 to 500 bp or more of a target gene presence or absence of that mutation in the genomic DNA 
sequence in the antisense orientation , followed by a spacer can be readily determined by a variety of techniques . Certain 
region whose sequence is not critical but can be a intron or techniques can also be used that provide for identification of 
non - intron . The caster bean catalase intron ( Tanaka , Mita et 65 the mutation in a hemizygous state ( i.e. where one chromo 
al . Nucleic Acids Res 18 ( 23 ) : 6767-6770 , 1990 ) , can be used some carries the mutated msh1 gene and the other chromo 
as a spacer in certain embodiments . After the spacer the some carries the wild type plastid perturbation target gene 



























































